
Intel does not need Credit, AMD does not have a Credit Story

The lesson from the Intel- Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) saga for creditors is that they have no 

business financing a competitor to an entity which is so overwhelmingly dominant that it sets 

the industry standards and rules, that all end users of the company’s microprocessors fear it and 

which is so financially strong that it can indulge in anti-competitive practices without much ado. 

On the same grounds, creditors should be wary of lending to chemical companies that compete 

head on with middle-east based producers and steel companies that are face to face with 

Chinese state owned steel companies.   Such companies have deep access to financial resources, 

can take losses till the Yangtze river runs dry and are not driven by crass measures such as 

return on capital employed.   AMD’s annual reports are an endless litany of woes of how Intel 

can finish it off like a giant swatting a gnat anytime it felt like.   

To sum it up, Intel thanks to cutting edge engineering and business strategy based on a clear 

understanding of Moore’s laws stays many steps ahead of the competition and hence requires 

no debt financing, while AMD, from start to finish just did not have a credit story.  Initially, it was 

a venture story- now probably there does not even lurk a vulture investing story (how does an 

investor seeking deep value even spy any thing there?).  The only way AMD could have had a 

credit story was if one of the Middle-east sovereign wealth funds, perpetually seeking the next 

not-too smart next investment idea, had acquired it, underwritten losses for some time by 

selling chips at uncompetitive prices to bleed Intel and guaranteed AMD’s debt in the interim, 

until there was a semblance of competition with Intel.    Or, in the crazy days of 2006, it could 

have become one of the turkeys in Old Macdonald’s private equity farm, and found some foolish 

investors who believe such farms can produce golden eggs.  Yet lenders rushed to finance AMD. 



Yes, from a societal viewpoint, Intel desperately requires competition.  But that is for venture 

capitalists and regulators to work out- not for creditors.    

From the sheer dominance of Intel, an uninformed observer might think that Intel came into the 

business far before AMD did, and AMD was a brave new challenger trying to upset the dominant 

player.  The truth however was that Intel and AMD came into existence a year apart in the late 

1960s.  After its products failed in the 1970s, AMD concentrated on producing Intel compatible 

microprocessors and flash memory.  In 1982, AMD signed a contract with Intel per which AMD 

became a licensed producer of early processors for PCs.  Intel cancelled the contract in 1986 and 

the two companies were lost in a protracted legal battle.  However, AMD lost the plot the 

moment it started seeing itself as a follower of Intel and focused exclusively on reengineering 

each generation of microprocessor.  Intel hastened the process of product improvement by the 

mid 1990s and AMD was finding it increasingly hard to reverse engineer.    In the meanwhile, 

Intel became the de facto industry standard, AMD’s efforts at coming up with microprocessors 

notwithstanding.

Probably from the mid 1980s to the mid 1990s, creditors might have thought that the cash flows 

from reverse engineering Intel’s products would provide adequate cash for debt servicing. 

Around 1996, the credit story at AMD ended.  After that it was a directionless company, lurching 

into businesses that should have been funded by venture capital.  AMD’s debt amounted to less 

than half a billion in 1996.  At the end of 2008, the company’s debt amounted to $ 5.1 billion- so 

AMD was having a free ride trying venturesome stuff at the cost of creditors.  There just ceased 

to be a credit story- the four top customers amounted to 40% of net revenue in 2008.  At the 

end of 2008, the company executed its own version of “asset light” strategy by offloading its 

fabs into a separate company called Global Foundries.  The company had no choice but to do 



this- its leveraged balance sheet could not support further debt and there was no equity 

available for the continued capital expenditure.

Intel meanwhile went from strength to strength on the back of its intense paranoia of 

competitors- a creditor’s ideal borrower.  The company has practically no debt on its balance 

sheet.  It can offer discounts to AMD’s customers whenever regulators are not fully alert.  So, 

AMD was a small boat in rough seas, with absolutely to control over its destiny.    For the 5 year 

period from 2003 to 2008, the company had a negative return on capital employed, and from 

2006, the company required more debt to make its interest payments.  Certainly not a company 

suitable for debt financing- but many lenders obviously beg to disagree.  
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